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ABOUT US

CONNECTING
PEOPLE
TECHNOLOGY
ORGANIZATION
Investing in people, organization, and technology is crucial to any company's
success – at ewico, however, we believe that what makes the difference is
considering and developing these three areas together.
This integrated approach has been part of our DNA since our foundation in
2000, proving highly successful for our clients in improving their business and
developing new business opportunities.

INTEGRATED AND
MULTIDISCIPLINARY
CONSULTANCY
SERVICES
Companies need integrated solutions that keep sight of
the long-term vision while being practical and immediate.
Whether it's smart working, compliance, information
security, leadership, or managing a complex project, our
consultants have the skills and experience to help you
develop tailored solutions that work.

We always consider a company as a whole – whether it's
strategy development or a smaller, more specific project,
we always look at the big picture.
Every aspect matters: we value data security, employment
law, and new forms of collaboration as we do business
strategy and business processes.

A COMPREHENSIVE
OUTLOOK

TRUST
RELIABILITY
VISION
We root our work on mutual trust, respect, and
professionalism.
We are the reliable partner that can help you reach
your goals and seize new opportunities.

A COMPLEX
WORLD
REQUIRES
FLEXIBILITY
AND A BROAD
SKILL SET.
We operate in an interconnected and constantly
evolving world which presents companies with new and
ever more complex challenges. Each situation is unique
and requires an ad hoc solution. For this reason, we
have developed a system of tools, standards, and
partnerships that allows us to put together the best
team and develop the most appropriate and effective
solution for each project.

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
CHANGES EVERYTHING
Online and offline. Technology and empathy. Efficiency and
creativity. Flexibility and productivity. Concepts that were once in
contraposition are now sides of the same coin.
The opportunities brought forward by digitalization require
companies to re-think their business processes, business models,
and company culture.
Flexibility and technology have always been part of our company
culture. We were smart working and digital transformation experts
long before they became buzzwords – we know their potential and
challenges because it is, first and foremost, how we work.
We understand your needs and can help you re-think and
transform your business to make it future-ready – the time to
change is now.

ONLINE AND
OFFLINE ARE
TWO SIDES OF
THE SAME COIN

CONSULTING, TRAINING, COACHING:
PRACTICAL, EMPATHIC, TAILORED
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PRACTICE – Our consulting services and training courses
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USABILITY – Our goal is for you to be able to immediately and
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EMPATHY – Besides great expertise in their respective fields, our

combine theory and practice and are based on recognized
standards – to provide you with the skills and tools you need to
face everyday challenges.
concretely apply and use the proposed knowledge and solutions.
We tailor our courses and services to your needs and provide best
practice examples to show you the effectiveness of the different
methods and tools.
consultants, trainers, and coaches also have social skills. We know
how to listen, we understand your needs, and we want to build a
working relationship based on mutual trust and respect.

HOW WE
WORK

OUR
SERVICES

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
IS OUR CORE COMPETENCE
Managing complex projects is a challenge for companies: it requires
specific know-how, experience as well as organizational, relational, and
social skills.
With over 20 years of experience, our 360° understanding of the
business processes, and our knowledge of the most effective project
management methodologies and tools, we are the right partner to help
you plan, manage and complete your projects successfully.
Technology plays a big part in the project management methodologies
we adopt and teach, yet our approach is always client-centric. When
planning and carrying out projects, we always look at the people
involved and the market in which they operate.
ü Rent a Project Manager – Dedicated support from experienced
and certified project managers
ü Consulting – Introduction, development, and implementation of
classic and agile project management methods and techniques
ü Training – Training courses for executives, project managers,
and team members
ü Coaching – Professional coaching and support by our
experienced coaches

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

WORK SMART
TO LIVE SMARTER
As the world keeps changing and evolving, so should the way we work. At
ewico, we have been using and helping clients with smart working for
years, and we can guide you in digitally transforming the way you work.
By choosing and developing solutions based on your specific needs, we
will help you integrate the technology into your processes and make
internal collaboration more agile and effective.
Our training courses prepare you and your team for a new way of
working: flexible, mobile, hybrid. Our coaches can help you implement
smart working in your company and can also offer ongoing support in the
long term.
ü Consulting – Development of long-term strategies
ü Training – Courses on the practical application of smart-working
methods and technology
ü Coaching – Coaching and preparation of project leaders,
process leaders, and HR managers
ü Legal – Legal framework, requirements, possibilities

SMART
WORKING

SECURITY & DATA PROTECTION
AT THE FOREFRONT
Data and information are an asset for your business. Their control,
security, and protection are not only regulatory requirements but also a
primary strategic objective.
With decades of experience and continuing education in information
security and data protection, our consultants can help you securely
manage your company's data and information – in compliance with
privacy laws and international information security standards.
ü Consulting – Planning, set-up, and implementation of data and
information management systems in compliance with GDPR and
ISO 27000 standards. Development of cybersecurity and cyberresilience strategies in compliance with the NIS Directive for the
security of networks and information systems.
ü DPO – Data Protection Officer role under the GDPR
ü Training – Courses on the correct processing of personal data and
information and the use of processing tools
ü Legal – Compliance and legal support

PRIVACY &
SECURITY

CERTIFICATIONS AND
NORMATIVE COMPLIANCE
Thanks to our interdisciplinary approach, we have the organizational, technical,
and legal skills to help you develop efficient and compliant systems and solutions,
with an eye to risk management, compliance, and governance.
Our consultants can assist you in implementing single management systems for
obtaining and maintaining ISO certifications and can also help you implement an
integrated management system (IMS). Our Smart IMS concept suggests an
integrated approach that simplifies the management of the various systems to
improve performance and scalability and reduce costs.

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS ACCORDING TO ISO STANDARDS
ISO 9000 – Quality Management System; ISO 14000 – Environmental
Management System; ISO 20000 - IT Service Management (ITSM); ISO
27000 - Information Security Management System (ISMS).

ORGANIZATIONAL MODEL 231
Crime risk analysis; evaluation of the internal control system; drafting of
the Organizational Model for Management and Control according to
Italian Legislative Decree 231/2001.

DIGITAL PRESERVATION
Digital Preservation Officer role; definition of a digital preservation
system in compliance with CAD and AgID.

ISO &
COMPLIANCE

ESSENTIAL SKILLS
TO LEAD A TEAM
Leadership is the ability to lead your team towards a shared vision. The
way people collaborate, communicate and work together plays a vital role
in this process – particularly in the digitalization age.
Our extensive theoretical know-how, well-tested methodology, and direct
experience in leadership roles make us the ideal partner for your
leadership development.
In addition to consulting, we offer communication and negotiation
training courses, focussing on methods, tools, and techniques. Our
certified coaches can guide you on a personal development journey,
helping you to strengthen your resilience and your communication,
negotiation, and leadership skills.
Resilience – the ability to cope with and overcome difficulties,
stress, adversity, and change –, in particular, is an essential skill for
any leader.
Our consultants offer support to executives and employees at
different levels of resilience development: from developing
personal resilience to creating a resilient management culture for
the entire organization.

LEADERSHIP &
NEGOTIATION

OUR GOAL:
YOUR SUCCESS
Everyday work and long-term vision require different mindsets.
Through digital transformation strategies, business model
development and validation, support in negotiation and decision
making, and moderation of strategy meetings, we can help you get
your business on the right path.
Companies operate in a complex legal environment – when
consulting in the strategy and business development area, we
always consider the legal aspect. Whether it is Mergers &
Acquisitions, due diligence, or the protection of your intellectual
property through the registration of trademarks or patents, we have
you covered.
Our consultants and coaches are the ideal sparring partner for you
to test and develop new strategies and find your way to success.

STRATEGY

BOLZANO – MUNICH
TRENTO – VERONA
On both sides of the Alps, our similarities are more than
our differences. On these shared values, ewico has grown
from our headquarters in Bolzano along a diagonal axis
that unites the Italian regions of Veneto and Trentino-Alto
Adige with those of Austria and Germany.
Wherever you are, our international network of experts
speaks your language and can help you reach your goals.
We are the agile, expert guide who knows the
environment and its challenges and walks alongside you.
Side by side. To the summit.

FROM OUR
4 OFFICES
WE’RE AVAILABLE
EVERYWHERE.

OUR TEAM
PARTNERS

TEAM

HARALD STEIER
MATTEO DURIN
CHRISTINE VIGL
GISELLA NOVELLI D'INCÀ
DANIELE DE FELICE
ANDREAS DORMAYER

ALESSIO DE VESCOVI
VIVIEN MARSCH
MARCO BERTI
NICOLA NARDINI
MARTINA BLASBICHLER
GABRIEL OBERHAUSER
DANIELA SANNICOLÒ
CHIARA ALBERTO
SANDRA KAINZ

PARTNERSHIPS
CEVEY CONSULTING / Leadership
CONCEPTS / IMS
H.B.T. AKADEMIE / Resilience
HVS CONSULTING / Information Security
SARIX / Software Solutions
STO CONSULTING / Design Thinking
TAX CONSULTING / M&A

GIAMPIETRO TRIVINI BELLINI
DAGMAR DEMANEGA
LAILA ORSI
NOEMI DUNKEL
ORIANA PAGANO
JOHANNA LIESER
SAM DENT
SABINE STEIER

THE
TEAM
BEHIND
YOUR
TEAM

HARALD STEIER – Founder & CEO

Strategy, organizational development, IT Service Management,
project management for large, complex projects

MATTEO DURIN

Information & Security Management, ISO 27001, privacy, DPO,
quality management, ISO 9001, process management

CHRISTINE VIGL

Smart working, resilience, time management, self management, moderation,
individual and group coaching

GISELLA NOVELLI D'INCÀ

Leadership, negotiation, digital innovation, strategy, moderation,
executive coaching

DANIELE DE FELICE

Information & Security Management, ISO 27001, privacy, quality management,
ISO 9001, IT Service Management, ISO 20000/ITIL v3

ANDREAS DORMAYER – CEO ewico Germany

Project management, business process optimization, prototype
development, software systems design

OUR
PARTNERS

ITALY
3Technology
A. Loacker
ACSM Primiero Group
Adige - BLM Group
Alperia Group
Alupress
Anffas Trentino Onlus
Appaltiamo
ASM Bressanone
ASM Merano
Assiconsult
Associazione La Strada - Der Weg Onlus
Associazione Residenze per Anziani dell’Alto Adige
Athesia Group
Azienda Sanitaria dell’Alto Adige
Bildungshaus Lichtenburg
Bioenergia Fiemme
Bioenergia Trentino
Bureau Plattner
Camera di Commercio di Bolzano
Caritas
Casa di Cura Privata Bonvicini
Casa di Cura Privata S. Maria – Marienklinik
Casa di Cura Privata Villa Melitta – Melittaklinik
Cassa Centrale Raiffeisen
Cassa Raiffeisen Brunico
Cassa Raiffeisen della Valle Isarco
Cassa Raiffeisen Merano
Centro Convegni Abbazia di Novacella
Comunità comprensoriale Val Venosta
Confidi Trentino Imprese
Confindustria Trento
Consisto
Consorzio dei Comuni della Provincia di Bolzano
Cooperativa La Trentina
Cooperfidi Trento
Corpo Permanente Vigili del Fuoco Bolzano
Cristoforetti
Croce Bianca
Dalle Nogare
Dalmec
Datef
Daunenstep

Diatec Group
Dolomiti Ambiente
Dolomiti Energia
Dorigoni Auto
Dr. Schär
Enwenta
Eurocoating
FAE Group
Famatec
Federazione Cooperative Raiffeisen
Federazione Trentina della Cooperazione
Feinar
Fercam
Fiemme Servizi
Fondazione Bruno Kessler
Fondazione Caritro
Fondazione Edmund Mach
Fondazione Haydn di Bolzano e Trento
Fondazione HIT - Hub Innovazione Trentino
Fonderia Marchesi
Formula Servizi
Frener & Reifer
Fujifilm Italia
Gruber Logistic
hbpm Ingegneri
HDS – Unione Commercio Turismo Servizi A.A.
Heldis
HGV – Hoteliers- und Gastwirteverband
Hogast
IDM Südtirol - Alto Adige
INPS Servizi
Intercable
Investa
ISTUM
Ivoclar Vivadent
Konverto
Laborfonds
Labormed
Lebenshilfe
Leitner
Libera Università di Bolzano
LVH
Maddalena
Manometal
MediClinic

Mediocredito Trentino-Alto Adige
Microtec
MIDI Europe – Isuzu Italia
Miele Italia
Miorelli Service
Mondialforni
Niederstätter
NIT System
Nordwal
Oberalp Group
Oberrauch Zitt
Ökoinstitut
Pastificio Felicetti
Petrolcapa
Pizzoli
Plattner
Previmedical
Previnet
Pro Data
Provincia Autonoma di Bolzano - A.A.
PSP – Peintner, Seidner & Partner
R3 GIS
Rubner Holzbau
Saidea
SAIT
Sarner Holz
Saxos Informatica
SEAB
SelGas
Servizi S.T.
Silbernagl
Sintea
Social IT
Società Incremento Turistico Canazei
Spes Group

Sportler
STA – Strutture Trasporto Alto Adige
Studio I.C.T.
Südtirol Bank
Südtirolgas
Systems
Systent
Terme Merano
UBI Academy – Gruppo UBI Banca
Unione Agricoltori e Coltiv. Diretti Sudtirolesi
Volkshochschule Südtirol
WIFI
WM Ice Technics
Woolrich Europe
Wörndle Interservice
AUSTRIA
Feistmantl Cleaning Systems
ITG Salzburg
Power Up
GERMANY
AeroGround Munich Airport
Alois Dallmayr
BMW
BSO
Continental Engineering Services
Crown
DB Regio Bayern
HFO Telecom
Munich International Airport

EXTENSIVE
EXPERIENCE
Indicative and non-exhaustive list

MANAGING
DIGITAL
BUSINESS

